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The 12 months is 1966, a time of innocence, possibility,and freedom. And for Atlanta, the
country, and one lady making her method in a altering world, not anything would be the similar .
. .After an airless adolescence in Savannah, Smoky O'Donnell arrives in Atlanta, dazzled and
chastened by way of this annoying younger urban at the rise. Her new activity as a author with
the city's Downtown journal introduces her to many unforgettable humans and propels her into
the guts of momentous occasions that would irrevocably adjust her heart, her career, and her
world.
The 12 months is 1966, a time of innocence, possibility, Downtown and freedom. And for the
town of Atlanta, Georgia, Downtown the country, and one lady making her method in a altering
world, not anything will ever be the same. After an airless adolescence in Savannah, Maureen
'Smoky' O'Donnell arrives in Atlanta, a naive younger woman, dazzled and chastened by means
of this aggravating younger urban at the rise. even supposing Smoky has to actually earn her
wings as a feminine reporter at the employees of the male-dominated magazine, she profits
club into an intimate kin of committed employees participants headed via Matt Comfort, a
flamboyant and charismatic editor who's recognized all around the city. Her new activity as a
author with the city's Downtown journal introduces her to many unforgettable humans and
propels her into the heart of momentous occasions that would irrevocably adjust her heart, her
career, and her world.More than any of her prior novels, Downtown mirrors the evidence of
Anne Rivers Siddons' personal life. She obtained her commence as a author for Atlanta journal
- one among America's first urban magazines. Atlanta journal used to be based via Jim
Townsend - a respected mentor to a whole new release of writers. The journal was once simply
coming to existence through the intriguing decade of the '60s, whilst Atlanta used to be rising as
a political middle for the civil rights flow and redefining itself because the city of the future.
Downtown captures the strength of the town at this outstanding turning aspect in history.While I
did take pleasure in this ebook very Downtown much, i discovered that it started out type of
sluggish for me. Although, it picked up immensely approximately midway throughout the tale
and that i used to be fairly drawn into the plot. However, to be completely honest, i assumed
that the e-book used to be approximately a hundred to a hundred and fifty pages longer than it
had to be. total though, Downtown was once marvelous and that i provide it an A!
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